
Question and Answer from the Ratification meeting, December 7. 2020 

 

Article 3 - Recognition 

Is Article 3.04 c new language?   

• It's not brand-new language. Temporary employees are defined by having employment that 

does not have a firm commitment, or defined employment, and usually work irregular hours, 

often backfilling occasional absences or during increased operational needs.  

Article 15 – Layoffs and Recalls 

Who asked for the provisions around bumping?  

• The Local tabled the proposal because there was nothing in the Collective Agreement around 

bumping. We’ve had one or two cases where the Employer was laying someone off and the 

Collective Agreement is silent on bumping, so we thought it best to table some language. 

Article 19 Vacations  

Article 19.03: because it's not in the minutes of settlement that means that there's no changes and it's 

still in the Collective Agreement? 

• Correct.  

Can we clarify the paid vacation time off change? 

• This is for the part time staff: rather than getting the vacation paid out, they can take paid time 

off. Also applies to the temporary, the long-term temp. Rather than getting vacation pay each 

pay these staff are entitled to pay time off. 

Article 20 - Sick Leave Provisions 

Do we have a mutually agreed to non-occupational form or an approved form for the medical leave to 

be signed off on your medical practitioner? 

• No, we do not have an agreed to form with the Employer. 

Some of us can bank sick days and get paid out when we retire. For those who bank sick days, has this 

changed?  

• Everybody gets a certain number of sick days and you accumulate them; we've made no 

changes to that. Anybody who was covered by that is still covered by that. 

Article 21 – Leave of Absence 

Article 21.03 Bereavement leave: does Spouse = partner? Spouse or partner grandparent?  The first part 

says spouse and partner.  Grandparent only says partner.  

• The employee’s grandparents, not your partner's grandparents. We meant to remove spouse 

and use the term partner. We will talk with the Employer about that and see that it gets printed. 



Article 25 – Employee Benefits 

Do we still need doctor's notes for massage? 

• Yes, we were not able to negotiate that change.  

Do you need doctor's notes for physiotherapy? 

• No 

Are there changes to number of visits for physiotherapy? 

• You have unlimited physiotherapy; please refer to your benefits booklet for more information 

about your physiotherapy. 

Market Assessment  

Can the market assessment be placed in the Collective Agreement? 

• It is in the JE Terms of Reference. There is no change to the wording; the market assessment 

shall be maintained on a four-year cycle (ongoing, no deadline), to ensure that your jobs don't 

fall behind other municipalities  

What happened to pay equity with other surrounding municipalities, Guelph, Kitchener, Waterloo? 

same job, same pay?      

• That is not pay equity that's the market assessment. That process is still underway, and it's not 

yet concluded. 

Millage 

Where does the mileage start if one is working from home?  

• The union will have a discussion with the Employer for clarity. 

Red Circled 

How does an employee find out if they are no longer “Red Circled”? 

• The Employer will notify which employees are still red circled. 

Service Cambridge  

Any changes to extended hours for Service Cambridge? 

• No changes were made; Union renewed the existing letter of understanding. 

Wages 

When is the Employer expected to ratify? 

• Employer has gone to council and senior management. 

When we will get our retro? 



• Council has been made aware. Employer will try as soon as possible.  

Typically, inflation rate around 2%, should our salary not match this?  Why 1.5%, especially after 

management gave themselves 2%?  

• We researched the 2%; in a February 2020 council meeting they pass a percentage in the budget, 

but the percentage wasn't paid to management. Management tends to follow the 1882 Collective 

Agreement and the raises.  Please keep in mind there are other labor groups at the city that have 

negotiated raises from contracts that are not expired and management is still under obligation to 

pay those. However, as for the 1.5%. That's where we have settled on for this round. 

• It's been a hard year for many people, but municipalities have taken a real hit, and lost a lot of 

money by having programs closed and not generating some of the revenue that they normally 

do. Some municipalities have laid off people off or in some cases people went on a leave of 

absence, however, our Employer has continued to pay staff where many Employers did not. The 

monetary proposal that they were offering was at a lesser amount, partly because of the 

pandemic and the loss of money, then we settled on 1.5. 

Can we ask for a T2200 for tax purposes? 

• You may certainly ask for aT2200 if you're going to be claiming other employment expenses 

from working at home. 

What percentage of union employees continued working through the emergency closure? 

• All of our 1882 members. 

How does emergency plan work if doing a lower grade or higher-grade job? 

• If Employer redeploys you to do a job that is a lower grade, you will get your own grade of pay. 

If Employer redeploys you a job that’s a higher grade, you will be paid the higher grade of pay. 


